
WE SUPPLY
IN DEEP SEA

SOME SEE JUST A CABLE

Why choose Scankab?

• Full-line supplier of cables and cable management

• Own production and development of cables

• Personal service with technical back-up

• Large warehouse with over 3500 cable types in stock

• Focus on sustainability in daily work



Operating safety above all

Scankab Cables’ range of cables to the aquaculture industry 

comprises a range of particularly heard-wearing cables, which 

all are duly approved. 

Our cables are particularly suitable as connecting cables for 

equipment installed below the water surface and can be 

installed down to a depth of 700 meters, depending on the type 

you choose. 

Uniform quality, documentation and high security of supply are
inescapable demands on Scankab as supplier of cables and cable
management to the aquaculture industry.

At Scankab Cables we stock a wide range of  
special purpose cables, including special cables for 
the aquaculture industry.

We have developed 3 cable types with unique 
properties - specially designed to withstand the 
extreme exposure under the water surface.

SCANKAB SEA  
RANGE OF SEA CABLES FOR THE AQUACULTURE INDUSTRY

ADVANTAGES
› Especially suitable for fresh and salty water

› Suitable for installation on deep water from 300-700 m

› With extra protective outer sheath

XTREM® H07RN-F
 
› Installation down to 300 m depth

› Bending radius 4 x cable diameter

› Min. working temp.: -40 °C

› AD8 immersion: IEC 60364-5-51

› Approved for drinking water 
    AS/NZS 4020

SCANKAB SEA XTREM
 
› Installation down to 700 m depth

› Bending radius 5 x cable diameter

› Min. working temp.: -40 °C

› AD8 immersion: IEC 60364-5-51

› Approved for drinking water 
    AS/NZS 4020

SCANKAB SEA PREMIUM HARD
 
› Installation down to 700 m depth

› Bending radius10 x cable diameter

› Min. working temp.: -30 °C

› Halogenfree

› Galvanized steel wire armour

› Selected types with blower for fiber

”The particularly stringent 

requirements made of products used 

in the aquaculture industries confirm 

that the market requires products of 

high quality paired with the wish for 

technical and professional sparring. In 

this respect, Scankab is able to make an 

important contribution and ensure that 

the right products are available.”

Morten Rasmussen,  

CEO, Scankab

xtrem h07rn-f scankab sea xtrem scankab sea premium hard



ADVANTAGES
› Especially suitable for fresh and salty water

› Suitable for installation on deep water from 300-700 m

› With extra protective outer sheath

SCANKAB SEA 

PREMIUM HARD

SCANKAB SEA 
XTREM

XTREM® H07RN-F

Scankab.com
Build a catalogue📎📎

• Installations cables

• EMC screened cables

• Fireproof cables

• Instrument cables

• Signal cables

• Fitting wire

• Data cables

• and much more...

We supply your cables

ready-measured

Designer, manufacturer

and supplier

At Scankab, we understand the importance 

of uniform quality, short response times 

and flexibility. Our setup is adapted to our 

customers’ needs.

 

Our range of sea cables obviously has the 

necessary certificates and approvals.

Find our range of wire mesh trays and cable 

ladders at scankabsystems.com

BLACK C8 wire mesh trays have a special black 

zinc-coated surface that is distinguished by a 

very high corrosion resistance in class C8.

KS80 cable ladders are available in both hot-dip 

galvanized and stainless steel.

High-quality wire mesh 
trays & cable ladders 

BLACK C8

We advise on the surface and construction that 

will best solve your task. In addition to wire mesh 

trays and cable ladders, we also offer a wide range 

of accessories.

KS80



+45 7020 3455
We believe in direct communikation

Scankab A/S · Malervænget 3 · DK-5560 Aarup · +45 7020 3455 · scankab@scankab.dk · scankab.com

From the outset, Scankab was the rebel of the cable industry.

The business sold cables from a small garage store room and

challenged the cable market. Today, setting new standards is 

still part of Scankab’s DNA. Scankob develops, manufactures 

and delivers quality cables and routings for electrical 

installation jobs.

SCANKAB SET OUT AS 
THE CABLE INDUSTRY’S 
ANSWER TO ”GARAGE ROCK”


